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Reports You Can’t Live Without
Restaurant owners and operators rely on the robustness of Maitre’D
reporting to manage operations and maximize profitability. Maitre’D
delivers over 250 pre-formatted and pre-defined reports (many
specifically targeting different kinds of businesses), along with the ability
to use the detailed data Maitre’D captures to customize and create your
own reports and report lists.
With Maitre’D Reports, you’ll be able to dig into your operation to a very
deep level of detail. Which reports you run depends on your operation
(for instance, you may or may not need to run “scale items” reports) and
the modules you’ve installed. And there are some reports that every restaurant manager should run: reports we think you just can’t live without.

About the Reporting Data
Maitre’D stores all data, down to the check level, which makes it possible
to sort, filter and analyze data in virtually every way that supports business decision making. Is it Big Data? For some, the answer is “not really.”
Big Data refers to very high volumes of data in a broad range of formats
(multimedia, text, unstructured and others). Small and independentlyowned operations very likely don’t generate enough data to make it
“Big” data. Larger restaurants, particularly chains and franchised operations, are different. While any individual restaurant may not have that
kind of data volume and variety, the parent operation does: Maitre’D lets
you aggregate data from every restaurant to produce a broad analysis
that can support the operations of every restaurant individually.
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Consolidated System Sales
Consolidated System Sales is your everything-at-a-glance report.
Gain a broad view of your full sales and labor landscape. Select the date
range you want to view—we recommend that your run this report at the
end of every day. You’ll see both sales data for that range and cumulative, year-to-date data. Review statistical analyses, including average
number of customers and average amount of ticket for the requested
timeframe. You’ll also see a detailed breakdown of your labor charges,
voids and discounts, payment method, and more.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This is the starting point for all your reporting. It saves significant time
by drawing your attention to items that need that attention. Use it to
see where your operation is performing well, and to view red flags to be
dealt with.

Top 15 Items
Top 15 Items is an instant view into item sales and profitability.
This report is vital for restaurants with broad menus: table dining
more than QSRs. This report shows you how revenue centers perform.
It provides critical information for building and maintaining profitable
menus. In two stacked charts you’ll see your top 15 revenue centers by
sales, and your top 15 revenue centers by profit. You’ll see at a glance
which items are not pulling their popularity or profitability weight, which
can indicate that it’s time to replace them to optimize your menu. Use
it as well to ensure that high-selling items are also profitable, and that
high-profit items are selling well.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This report is critical for fine tuning and optimizing
menus. In cases where sales for an item is high and
profit low, dig into the item and try to find ways to
make it more profitable (for instance, negotiating
a better price on ingredients, raising the price of
the item, or taking it off the menu entirely). If profit
is high but sales are low, find ways to promote the
item more aggressively.
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Forecast Sales
Forecast Sales is your best tool for predicting and managing
inventory.
The Forecast Sales report uses both Maitre’D-generated historical sales
data and calculated coefficients to provide an accurate forecast of sales
over a time period you define. With Maitre’D, you have tight control over
what days you forecast, including the ability to exclude specific days
from the analysis (for instance, days when bad weather slowed business). Use it to get a sales-oriented view of inventory, to anticipate
production demands over time, schedule staff, and benchmark your
actual performance.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This report is your simplest view into how well you’re performing. You’ll
rely on its insight into sales, inventory, staffing and production, and use
it as the basis for benchmarks you’ll apply across the operation.
(Learn more about forecasting in our White Paper “Rain with a Chance
of Profit.”)

Voids and Corrections Analysis, and Item Transfer
Reports
Voids and Corrections is one tool for uncovering
inefficient service and potential employee theft.
Use this report to view voids and corrections by
station and by mode of payment, in the context of
gross and per-invoice sales data. Voids impact cost
when there’s theft involved and when items returned
have to be thrown out.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
A pattern of Voids or a high volume of Item transfers is a red flag, pointing to the need for additional
training or supervision. Instances where the cash
register is opened without a transaction taking place
might mean someone made change for a customer,
or took change for himself.
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Inventory
Inventory is your big picture of what’s in the storeroom.
This report looks at every aspect of your inventory for the specified time
range—which can include daily, monthly, or “right now.” It reports on
beginning and ending stock, variances, sales and losses, operating costs,
turnover and more. You’ll be able to look into your inventory by item,
supplier, location and a broad range of other filters.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This is your most accurate view into how efficiently and profitably you’ve
managed your inventory, over whatever period you select. Pay special
attention to the turnover column, which lets you know at a glance if
you’re overstocked, under stocked, or right on track. This is particularly
important for perishables, and should be viewed in conjunction with the
wasted items report.

Inventory Control—Items at Risk
Items at Risk alerts you to inventory items you may run out of.
The Items at Risk report marries the Inventory and Forecasting reports.
You’ll see at a glance which items have sales forecasts that exceed
inventory. Run this report weekly—or far enough ahead of your ordering
process so that you can get inventory in stock and in time, at a reasonable cost.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This report saves you from the manual process of determining which
items in your inventory you’re in danger of running out of. Keep your
eye out for patterns, which can indicate the need to adjust the way you
manage inventory and ordering.

Table of Production—Inventory Items
The Table of Production is your cooking schedule.
Using historical sales forecasting, Maitre’D will let you know what you
can expect to cook in the next 15-, 30- or 60-minute window.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This tightens provisioning—minimizing the chance of wasting food.
And it raises another red flag when you are at risk of running out of food
or dry supplies for any given menu item.
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Labor Cost
The Labor Cost report gives you multiple views into how well
you’re managing your labor costs.
Use Labor Cost to get three distinct views of your labor costs, for
the period you specify. It will deliver actual data, such as regular and
overtime hours and cost of benefits by type of task (such as take out and
table service). It presents labor statistics that break down the percentage of labor costs for each group. This report also produces detailed
departmental labor costs (for instance, in the kitchen and at front
of house).
Why You Can’t Live Without It
This report provides the granular information you need to fully
understand, and manage, the cost of preparing meals and serving your
customers.

Wasted Items by Date and Time Slice
Minimizing waste is a critical part of effective cost control.
Wasted Items lets you know which inventory items are reported as wasted
on an item-by-item basis, for the period of time you specify. Use it to
spot possible theft, underperforming staff, and errors in provisioning.
Why You Can’t Live Without It
Your cost control strategy relies on minimizing
and managing wasted food. As you review inventory control, have this report handy. Discrepancies
between inventory-on-hand and production can
sometimes be explained by waste (or, you may discover that wasted items are being underreported).
Learn more about cost control in Beyond Portion
Control: Controlling Food Costs.
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Clear and Complete Reporting from Maitre’D
There’s one other thing Maitre’D delivers that’s also a “must have,”
and that’s the simplicity of creating and running your reports. All your
reports are created in the Maitre’D Report Center. Depending on which
Maitre’D modules you’re running, that center can contain more than
250 built in reports. In many cases those reports are ready to use just
as they’re delivered but if not, customization is possible. If you want,
you can build entirely new reports from scratch, using industry-standard
Crystal Reports®. Shortcuts let you run reports from your desktop with
a single click, and you can group your critical reports together so they
launch at the same time. Reports can be set to be automatically emailed
to a specified recipient list. And export facilities are broad, allowing you
to deliver data to Excel, in HTML, as a PDF file, and in a range of other
formats. The Maitre’D DataBoard mobile app allows you to access high
level reports and critical POS data from your smart phone anytime, and
from anywhere.
Which makes it as simple as possible to set up, fine tune, and produce
the reports that you can’t live without.

1 888 404 2662
www.maitredpos.com
Learn more about POS.
Consider this tip sheet just the beginning of a fruitful POS process.
To learn more about selecting the right POS for your restaurant or
restaurant group, talk to a Maitre’D expert at 1-888-404-2662 or visit us
online at www.maitredpos.com.
Maitre’D Software is a leading provider of POS applications for restaurateurs worldwide. With 20,000 customers worldwide, Maitre’D boasts
an international presence.

Leading provider of restaurant POS
& management solutions

